
Vialogues Monthly Report (May 2019) 

Over the past month, 383 videos were created in various languages. The greatest number 

of videos created in a single day took place on May 21, 2019 with over 35 (9.14%) videos (see 

Figure 1), which is around the beginning of the new Summer 2019 semester. 

 

Figure 1. Line graph showing addition of the new videos beginning from May 1, 2019 until June 
10, 2019.  

Nonetheless, when it comes to comments, there were 5,239 comments generated. Most of 

the frequently commented videos are created in an English language, except one (see Figure 2). 

The title of the video that received the most comments is “7th Grade Spring 2019 Reflection”, 

with 375 (7.16%) comments even though the video was only created on May 23, 2019. This 

video is probably part of an assignment for a course because the description of the videos asks 

the viewers to discuss and reflect on the concert by providing five comments and two replies to 

other people. The second most frequently commented video, “Dr. Ladson – Billings Vialogue 



Assignment Spring 2019”, contains 334 comments, and is also for a course assignment since 

descriptions asks viewers to provide thoughtful comments or questions, connect it to the readings 

and discuss with other classmates. In other words, both videos contain a clear set of instructions 

for the viewers, indicative of content intended to spark course discussions.  

 

Figure 2. Horizontal bar graph illustrating the most frequently commented video beginning from 
May 1, 2019 until June 10, 2019.  

Six videos were added to the Favorites list in May 2019 and these videos are the 

following: “The Matrix – Cast”, “Youth Violence”, “Forgotten Ellis Island”, “Reading Strategy 

Vialogue for Secondary English Classrooms”, “Leer, comprender e interpretar en EFE”, and 

“Themes of Civilization: Mesopotamia”. Most of the Vialogues added to Favorites, except for 

“Reading Strategy Vialogue for Secondary English Classrooms”, were created in May 2019. 

Furthermore, “The Matrix – Cast” was commented on the most, with 26 comments. The majority 

of user comments referenced the visual and audio editing quality of the video.  



Thirty-eight requests have been made to access private Vialogues. None of the requests 

are for a group. Two users requested an access to a Vialogue three times, one user requested an 

access to a private Vialogue two times, and the rest requested access only one time. Seventy-one 

percent of these requests have been approved.  

Five hundred  new users have created accounts in Vialogues. 140 (23.85%) of these new 

accounts were registered with an educational institutional email. Furthermore, five of these new 

users are affiliated with Columbia University. Also, twelve private groups were created in 

Vialogues, four of which created a team name that begins with “We Care ALM3 …”. Moreover, 

two users signed up for notifications from Vialogues. In particular, one user signed up on May 

19th for seven types of notifications. Two types of notifications are from the request category, 

two notifications belong to the comment category, two notifications are from the video category, 

and one is a subscription. The second user signed for four notifications on May 22nd. Two of 

these notifications belong to the request category, one notification is for new comments, and one 

notification is a subscription.  

 

 


